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Wargamer's Newsletter

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS



MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON

TELEPHONES: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after 7 p.m.)

NEW RELEASES FROM THE FOREMOST FIGURE MANUFACTURERS

CHINESE INFANTRY
Chi 1 Chinese Infantry Spearman
Chi 2 Chinese Light Archer
Chi 3 Chinese Heavy Infantryman with

Sword and-Shield
Chi 4 Chinese Light Infantryman with

Sword (Leather-Armour)
Chi 5 Chinese Foot Officer or Dismounted

Cavalry with Sword
Chi 6 Chinese Infantry Standard Bearer
CHINESE CAVALRY
ChiC 1 Chinese Heavy Cavalry Lancer
ChiC 2 Chinese Cavalryman with Sword
ChiC 3 Chinese Light Cavalry with Sword

and Shield
ChiC 4 Chinese Light Horse Archer

FOOT Sip

RIDER 7ip
HORSE 10p

GUNS 25p

Postage Extra

HUNDRED YEARS WAR—CRECY
PERIOD-1300-1350 INFANTRY
H.Y.C. 1 Genoese Crossbowman
H.Y.C. 2 Armoured Infantryman with Axe
H.Y.C. 3 Armoured Infantryman with

Spear
H.Y.C. 4 Armoured Infantryman i

Sword and Shield
H.Y.C. 5 Armoured Infantryman •

Maco and Shield
H.Y.C. 6 English Longbowman
HUNDRED YEARS WAR—CRECY
PERIOD-1300-1350 CAVALRY
H.Y.C.C. 1 Knight with Mace and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 2 Knight with Sword and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 3 Knight with Lance and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 4 Knight with Battleaxe and

Shield

;,!h

vith

FURTHER ADDITIONS TO OUR 1973 CATALOGUE AND ENLARGEMENT OF

THE HUNDRED YEARS WAR PERIOD . ALL IN THE 25 mm SCALE

BN S3 Highland Drummer.
BN 59 Line Artillery Officer.
BN 60 Horse Artillery Officer.
BN 61 line Filer.
BNC 15 Mounted Highland Colonel.
BNC 20 Mounted Hone Artillery Officer.
BNC 23 Mounted Guard! Colonel.
FN 71 Marine Marching.
FN 72 Marine of the Guard Officer.
PN 1 Prussian Inlantryman in Campaign On
Mai 17 Walloon Grenadier Marchino.
ESW 16 Artilleryman holding tr.nl Ipltul
ESW 20 Line Infantryman marching.
ZCC 1 Basuti Mounted Rifleman.

AGINCOURT PERIOD-1400 to 1450

HYA 1 Armoured Inlantry
HYA 2 Armoured Inlantry
HYA 3 Armoured Inlantry

HYA 4 Armoured Inlantry
HYA 5 Armoured Inlantryman wil
HYA 6 Armoured Croasbowman.

HYA 7 Armoured Infantryman wil
HYA 8 Armoured Infantryman St<
HYAC 1 Knight lancer with Shield
HYAC 2 Knight w.th Sword and Sh
HYAC 3 Knighl with Aie and Shte!
HYAC* Herald.

with Warhammer and Shield,

with Kettlehal and Halberd,

with Sword and Shield,
with Aieand Kelllehnl
with Spear.

h Hand Gun

EVEN MORE ADDITIONS, THIS TIME TO OUR NEW EXCITING 15 mm SCALE

1« J1 British Dragoons.
15 22 French Line Chaiseurl.
15 23 Scots Grey Command Stripe.
15 24 British Line Infantry Command Stripe.
15 25 French Chasseur ol the Guard Command Stripe.

15 26 Old Guard Command Stripe.
15 27 Carabineer Command Stripe.
15 28 Bnlish Hea.y Dragoon Command Stripe.
15 29 Polish Lancer Command Stripe.
15 30 British l.rjh! Crajoons.

EVEN MORE RELEASES FROM THE FOREMOST FIGURE MANUFACTURERS

INDIAN WARS-REDSKIN
CAVALRY

IWRCt American Indian Firing Bow

IWRC2 American Indian Firing Musket

IWRC3 American Indian with Lanco

IWRC4 American Indian Medicine Man
or Chief

IWRC5 American Indian Pointing
Carbine

INDIAN WARS-AMERICAN
CAVALRY

IWC1 US Cavalry Trooper with Carbine

MORE 15 mm SCALE FIGURES

15/31 British Hussars

15/32 French Curassier
15/105 Howitzer

Postage

Upto£1 lOp
£2 15p
£3 20p
£5 25p
£10 35p

ovct £10 free

FULL

CATALOGUE

25p

MEDIEVAL INFANTRY each 6\p

TM1 Teutonic Foot Knight

TM2 Teutonic Crossbowman

RM1 Russian Foot Knight

RM2 Russian Crossbowman

RM3 Russian Knight Spearman

RM4 Russian Knight Spearman

IM1 Italian Renaissance Musketeer

IM2 Italian Renaissance Halberdier

GMI German Crossbowman

MEDIEVAL CAVALRY each 17Jp

TMC1 Teutonic Knight

RMC1 Russian Knight

GMC2 Gorman Reitor Mercenary

IMC1 Italian Renaissance Knight

DESIGNED BY THAT 'POOR MAN'S" MICHELANGELO - DICK HIGGS. THE ORIGINATOR OF THE
NOW POPULAR SCALE - 25 mm. MANY MORE TO COME FOR 1973. IN OUR 5 mm. NEW 15 mm.
THE EVER-INCREASING 25 mm AND THE FAST-EXPANDING 30 mm SCALES.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED

CATALOGUE 25p (Inland) 30p (Overseas) MINIMAG15p (Nos. 4&5only)



WARGAM ER'S

NEWSLETTER
No. 156. July 1975.

EDITORIAL

Tie first flush of.enthusiasm

slowly pales after'the war tamer selects
his fi.~ures, discovers techniques for
painting and modelling, develops tactics
into reasonable real-life simulation.
Lookin- for fresh fields to conquer, inevitably he seeks faultless realism and
authenticity in his battle reconstructions and devotes much thought and reading-time
to that end. "ewe—er, with two possible exceptions there is a point beyond which it
is almost impossible to proceed. This is because what we are doinc with our small
models on table-top terrains is n CAH3 which might vaguely resemble warfare but
bears a far greater similarity to a complex and widely embracing pastime. You do
not have to be an ex-soldier or seer, action to realise that what you are portraying
on the wsr.-ames table bears but a passin ; resemblance to real warfare and should be
regarded as sn intellectual exercise stimulated by collecting ond research. The ex
ception lie:; in boordgameo and the recent availability of "vrnm regimental "blocks"
and 1:500 scale vehicles. These innovations permit table-top wargaraing to assume 0
•reater de:-ree of realism but inevitably detract from its more colourful aspects.

Surely we •• n,; beyond the bounds of reason when a veil known wargames
club have processed -.'rrou -h a computer all the periods that are to be fought in
the forthcoming :intionnl './argomos Club Championship! Their looding wargamer claims,
through these means, to have put together an "unbeatable" army! Presumably the
srmiec for periods other than his own have, by these mechanical means, been similar
ly balanced to ensure success.

-r. e>:plainin; why he was not renewing his subscription to Vargamer's newsletter,
a war -5-er writes "I believe that war;a-.in_: has now enough introductory type books
and at this stage more advance techniques should be forthcoming .... wargaming with
-.ir.iatures is not really my "scene" .... my own solo wargame, a strategic YJorld V/ar
I" -nodel, has complete systems for enemy strategy that depend not only on chance ....
but on other ver; logical considerations .... intelligence reports, masking devices,
pro/rammed attacks and many other items provide a complete surprise, devastating at
times, all of it organised by a master programme."

Well, maybe that is nlri ;ht for the solo wargamer (particularly the man who
works on charts without using actual figures) but it all seems to be rather getting
away from the free-and-ca y, enjoyable aspects of what is only a very enjoyable
<;ame.

DOII ?3ATKS.HST0Na.

Subscription Hates: £2.30p United Kingdom; Overseas £2.45Pi #6.50 U.S.A. and Canada
including Bank Handling Charge. Single Copies 20p (55c U.S.A.),

Advertising Rates: Full Page - £6.60p (#17.00).
Half Page - £3.30p (#8.50).
Quarter Page - £1.65p (#4.25).
Eighth Page - .85p (#2.15).

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-
69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



GUEST WR,TER OF THE /\^OMTH.
DOWNFALL OF AN AMATEUR WARGAMER

by

Phil Barker

(There is not much to say about Phil Barker that he has not
already said here for himself! He is a talented and highly ex
perienced wargamer who has contributed a very great deal to the
hobby.)

When Don asked me to write a short article for the News

letter, on any subject I liked, no holds barred, I drew a deep
breath, and wondered which enemy to flail first, and couldn't
think of one! I must have mellowed over the years, possibly
under the influence of all those nice people who buy my books.
No, there is one. It is the lad who wrote with three foolscap
pages of questions needing detailed answers, not including a
stamped addressed envelope, and concluded by saying "I eagerly await your new book,
which I have ordered - from the library."

Yea, he got answers, but don't you count on it!

I first got involved in wargaming when I was about 10, back in 1943, first with
cardboard symbols, then with metal Britolna figures as they came back after the war,
and a library copy of Wells' "Little Wars". However, apart from the odd neighbour
pressganged into service, this was almost entirely solo. After 8 considerable gap,
including several years army service, I saw an article in the local paper, mentioning
a local group, which turned out to consist of Graham Biddle and Peter Stallabrass.
That must have been about 1961 or '62. Graham soon lost interest, but not before he
had dragged me down to a meeting Don had on in London, in charge of a modern army. By
that time I had read "Wargames" and there I was face to face with real authors, Don
Featherstone and Tony Bath. What is worse, I saw my first Ancient figures, flats,
snd fell in love with them. At that time, children, said Grandpa, wheezing through
his beard, there were no solid Ancients about in this country at all. Airfix, had I
think got a couple of their modern infantry sets out, but as yet no vehicles, and the
discovery of how to alter plastic figures had yet to be noised abroad. I forget who
the inventor of the hot needle technique was, but I suspect Stan Colby had something
to do with it.

Evolution plodded on, very slowly as it seemed at the time, but looking back it
is now possible to identify key events. One was the founding of Miniature Figurines,
the first metal figure manufacturers to extend into periods other than Napoleonic or
A.C.W. in any systematic way. Another was the advent of "Miniature Warfare", which
with all its faults, did show that support was available for a magazine with a more
expensive format than before, provided the idea content could be maintained.

Yet another was the first ever Convention, held at Southampton, and won by
London. I played Napoleonic to fill a gap in a West Country team, having a birth
qualification for Devon. It was my first ever Napoleonic game, and I beat Neville
Dickinson by one point. I won't say that he has never forgiven me, but I know he
hasn't forgiven the Umpire. At the second London Convention, won by Worthing, some
thing that had equally serious effects on wargaraing and me happened. Bon O'Brien and
I were congratulating Ed Smith of London on the Ancient rules he had written for the
Convention, with special reference to his nuclear tipped composite bow arrows, and he
said "Well, if you're so damn clever, why don't you write a set of Ancient rules?"
Like every second player in those days, Bob and I had played around with writing
rulea, some of my early ones still being available from Don. So each of the three of
us went off to work on a different aspect. A month later we met at Ed'3 home and
started putting the pieces together. The main innovation was the reaction test
governing a unit's response to orders and sometimes over-riding them. When in our
trial game, after 3 periods had elapsed, both sides were running away from each other
as hard as they could go, a result impossible under previous rules, but known in real
life, and horribly plausible considering the situation on the table, we knew we had
something! We printed 50 or so copies for the Worthing Convention, and were amazed



to get a deluge of orders. The first edition was succeeded by a second, then we had
to re-order again.

We had done a good deal of work on other periods, but not gone into production,
when a bombshell fell on me personally. British Leyland, for whom I worked as a
Methods Engineer, announced staff redundancies, but not giving names. After worrying
for a couple of months whether my name was on the list, I found it wasn't, then found
out the enormous compensation the victims were getting. After a quick consultation
with my wife, I decided to volunteer, and try to earn my living writing for a year on
the proceeds. I did in fact get the first chapter of a historical novel half finish
ed, and was then distracted by another task, and have never got started again. This
was to complete 5 sets of wargames rules we were working on, for the Birmingham Con
vention. Once these were done, I was struck by the fact that as Secretary of the
Society of .Ancients, people kept writing to me for details of Ancient armie3, ond
that there were no comprehensive reference books, such as proliferate for Nopoleonics,
to refer them to. It was obviously better to write reference books for an assured
market, and publish them in the some way as our rules, than to produce a novel which
might be a smash hit but might not find a publisher at all. After all, most don't.

Althou.rh I had a good general background in my subject, and was working full
time, in fact lon.?er hours than British Leyland got from me, it took from March to
August to research and write the book. I was much helped by being able to use both
Birmingham Reference Library, a real treasure house for rare books, and Birmingham
University Library, and by being able to pass hitherto untranslated bits of Greek to
m• wife to puzzle out. The book was just ready for the first day of the Convention,
ond was an instant success, and Bob and I converted ourselves into a limited company.
It gave me a certain amount of Pleasure to be able to tell my ex-boss that I had been
made Mana 'ing Director first! Since then, my second book on Ancients has been pub
lished, and a third will come when I get time enough. We have several more reference
books on the stocks on different periods, each by acknowledged experts, who we hope
will ,-et rich with us. These will be primarily designed to help a wargamer build up
a realistic and effective army in the period, and secondly for the 54mm figure paint
er and military his orian. They should all be out by the end of 1974. There are
also sever-l sets of rules being written or under test. Armoured Action 1925-50
should be out by the time this appears, and our long tested 1500 to 1750 rules may
have followed by Christmas with luck. We also have navel rules, and a set for 54mm
I'apoleonics on the ;o.

;ran is to my mind the most significant development of recent years, Disking it
possible to have realistic armoured battles at 1 to 1, or a full sized Napoleonic
•ame. Ky test force is the whole 3rd Division from the Peninsular, complete with a

S battalion Portugese Sri^-ade, ond it fits neatly into stowage slots cut in a single
small c-?ilin • tile.

We also have the most diabolical boardgame since Diplomacy ready for production.
This is based on the later years of the iioman Empire, ond needs four players, a de
generate Soman, a treacherous Vandal, an aggressive Goth and a bloodthirsty Hun.

Others are in the thinking sto 'o, including a tactical level Ancient game. Lastly,
we have a series of campaign maps, overprinted with a hexagonal grid. But please do
not write to us about these until you see them reviewed in the Newsletter. If, how-
over, you cai. think of something the figure painter or wargamer needs, which is not
ytt on the market, by all means tell us.

There the story ends for the moment. Bob is still working at his old job, and
slaving away at research 3roup work in the evenings, and I am drawing almost enough
from the firm to replace the cash I am drawing from the bonk to live on. Buy our
new rules, and Bob may jive me a couple of quid rise at Christmas. I think it3 a
•oo.i cause!

:.:'.' ::..i.3 •'.? ..'.R - Continued- rvon i-a -e 11)

in lo"iool reason against ar!ent declarations, ('fi:htin-' it out would only solve
on- p?rticula" case example, and that only once}, ./hot we require is an answer to
the basic fundamentals. "hero is a need not to discuss what we are going to do.with
•.-•ar-'.m--... (". scene, national Counc i .. etc ...) but •.•hat they ARS, an? what we, as
war -oners, want then to 33.

!:ow nice it would be i:' when questioned by those rather insensitive TV inter
viewers one could launch into an exposition and explanation instead of garbling a
few*hazy thoughts and a rou-h insufficient account of the practise.
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COMMENTS ON THE BRITONS (50 3C - 50 AD)

by'

Ian R.Scott and Paul S.C.Traynor

Not intended as a complete ruide to a 3ritish wargaming army, this article is
just a collection of thoughts on certain aspects which have been neglected. It is
unfortunate that Caesar's "Gallic Wars", our only contemporary document dealing with
the Britons and their neighbours on the Continent is a highly suspect, political
work to be treeced with the utmost caution, particularly"when dealing with Caesar's
own exploits. The same can be said of Tacitu3, whose observations of the Britons
were designed to enhance the reputation of the Romans, and especially of Agrioola,
his father-in-law. There is a certain amount of evidence which suggests that the
pictures painted by Caesar should be taken with a pinch of salt - that of a woad-
covered savage hurling javelins ond running up and down the chariot yoke-pole being
a prime example of this propaganda element - the 3ritons were only human, despite
Caesar's claims to the contrary!

Chariots:

As many people hove pointed out, the chariots in the Airfix 'Ancient 3riton' set
are inaccurate inasmuch that the wheels are solid, whereas they should be spoked.
However, few people are fully aware of the reasons for this. Because the horse-collar
was not known at the time, horses hod to be yoked by the head, like oxen. Unlike on
ox, however, the horse'3 3pine is not straight, with the result that any strain from
behind will tend to pull its head back. Alternatively, if the yoke is fastened by a
strap around its neck, the horse will choke. A team with modern harness (i.e. collar)
can pull a load 4 or 5 times heavier than the same team with the ancient yoke harness
- it affects the Jugular vein and the windpipe. (Encycl. Britt. Vol.11, p.120). For
this reason, minimum w ight was essential. Tests carried out by Prof. Figgott at
Edinburgh, with a full size reconstruction, raised several points. Firstly, they
discovered, through "itter experience, that the chariot's extreme lightness mode it
very unstable. On flat, level ground the chariot could reach only 30 mph no faster.
in any other surface, with oven the slightest irregularity, the chariot was very
likely to be upset. This applies, also, to a chariot following the contours of a
slope, is a result of this, it is likely that the chariot driver would need some
sort of support in front of him, to clutch while bouncing across broken ground. It
has been suggested that the current reconstruction of the chariot (by the late Sir
Cyril 7ox, thr»n of the national Museum of Wales) is not wholly accurate. Recent
opinion supports the presence of some sort of framework at the front of the chariot,
for the driver to rasp. (Modellers note: t is could take the form of a bar running
around the front, or a further wickerwork panel). Chariots depicted on contemporary
coins support this suggestion (see illustrations).

Bearing this basic instability in mind, it seems highly unlikely that even the
.•nost agile of warriors would try to totter up and down the yoke-shaft, let alone be
able to do anything on it. In fact, this sort of action would only increase the al
ready considerable strain on the ponies' necks, probably causing them to stop sudden
ly. (This is probably Caesar's imagination running riot. He hod never encountered
war—chariots before, nor had his soldiers, as their obvious confusion, near panic, on
first meet in.- them shows. War-chariots had ceased to be used in Gaul over 50 years
before Caesar's conquests).

It should not be concluded, however, that chariots were totally useless. Their
tactics o: driving up to the enemy line, turning away at the last moment ond hurling
javelins at their adversaries, were quite effective - if only in psychological terms.
This would be even more effective when employed against the tightly packed Roman
formations. When this initial msnoeuvering was over, the chariots retired to the
rear, leaving their warrior passengers (i warrior and 1 driver per chariot) behind
to join the fray on foot.

Caesar mentions cavalry in his 'Gallic Wars'. These were probably similar in
appearance and use to their Continental counterparts.

"OTE: (a) The British were in advance of the Romans in making wheels. The British
shrunk the steel tyre onto the felloe, whilst the Romans still nailed strips of steel
onto the wheel. Analysis of e tyre found at Llyn Cerig showed that it was not made
of wrought iron, or superficially carbonised iron, but of finest 3teel of the type
known today as 'double-shear steel'.

CONTINUED Oil PAGE 18



Specially imported from America by STEVE CURTIS -

Lou Zocchi' s

ALIEN SPACE
Who are the Zarks ? Are they as invincible as they seem?

Can you out-manoeuvre the mighty Kuzi Battle Cruiser?

What is the stalking death the Zerons use so effectively ?

Find out in this new and highly challenging space wargame featuring ship to ship combat.
The ALIEN SPACE BATTLE MANUAL includes eight spacecraft pieces with their hit
record sheets and performance profiles. Each ship has its own unique weapons system
in addition to its main armament. Should you plan fleet size engagements or inter-

galactic wars, then extra sets of ships and hit record sheets are available.

Out-guess your enemy in this intriguing game of cut and thrust. Will he switch his
power to warp drive or shields? Put your helm over to course 060; snap shields on
full; close for battle at warp three with the Rux al ien to starboard. Fire Proton
Torpedoes on bearing 095. Order your copy of ALIEN SPACE now, for hours of
high adventure which will be out of this world.

Available now from STEVE CURTIS, 10 Hurle Crescent, Bristol BS8 2TA, England.
Price £2-00 (#4) inc. mailing. Allow 4 weeks for delivery. An extra set of the eight
space ships with their hit record sheets, costs 50p (#1) if ordered at the same time as
the game, or £1 (#1.25) if ordered separately. Cheques payable to STEVE CURTIS.

THE COLONIAL
SKIRMISH WARGAME
RULES 1850 - 1900

by M. R. BLAKE, S. CURTIS,
I. R. COLWILL and E. J. HERBERT

With the emphasis on individuals, these rules enable
the order, "Sergeant, take six men and scout that
scrub ahead" to be played as a wargame. The rules
allow for veteran, average and novice soldiers, natives
and tribesmen, and cover the stages of a small action
from the first sniping to the last desperate hand-to-hand

struggle.
The game utilises 54mm, 30mm or 20/25mm figures. Percentages are used for all
calculations, to achieve greater flexibility and realism, without losing playability.
The rules (lavishly illustrated throughout) cover all the European and Tribal armies,
weapons, tactics and fighting skill of the period. Next comes the photographic
section of figures and wargames, followed by a third section on the background to
the era and the game, including uniform and painting details enhanced by MikeBlake's
delightful drawings. Twenty-sided percentage dice are also available for the game.

Available from - STEVE CURTIS, 10 Hurle Crescent, Bristol BS8 2TA, England.
Price £1, including mail ing in UK only. (#5.50including airmail to US). Please make
cheques payable to STEVE CURTIS. A pair of 20-sided PERCENTAGE / DECIMAL
DICE, for throwing numbers from 1 to 100, as used with the Colonial Rules, is
available at 30p a pair, one black die, one red die (inc. mailing in UK) or #2.60 (air
mail to USA). A great idea at a reasonable cost.

And don't forget our ever popular WESTERN GUNFIGHT RULES -
still only 50p (#5.50 airmail to US) from STEVE CURTIS. These rules util ise 54
or 30mm figures, giving each man different characteristics, making a highly
personalised game. Through our 60 pages of rules, drawings and chat, bring all the
colour and drama of the Old West to your table top.



CAMPAIGNS HI WARGAMING

by

G. F. llutton

Since his death and certainly during his life-time the military exploits of
Napoleon Bonaparte have aroused considerable controversy with many critics seeking
to denigrate even hi3 greatest victories, their chief accusation resting upon the
argument that the provision of men ond materials was Blways in his favour.

A brief glance at the enormity of his problems during the early days of the
Italian campaign disproves such a claim. The lack of supplies and equipment, plus
the low morale of the French soldiers would have proved insurmountable to most
commanders of the period, perhaps with the exception of i-'oreau, but Napoleon thrived
on such a challenge and so began that Imperial sunrise that was to set fifteen years
later against the impregnable British squares on the ridges of ;<ont St. Jean. Per
haps the final proof rests with his defence of France after the debacle of Leipzig.
It is cited by some military writers as one of the finest examples of what few num
bers, brilliantly led, con achieve against overwhelming odds. Nevertheless, there
are innumerable occasions when he did possess the advantage of numbers and so it
appears to the ill-informed that his triumphs rooted upon this alone. But allow the
eminent historian and chronicler Napier to sum up the real facts behind such victor
ies : -

"How often have we hoard the genius of Bonaparte slighted and his victories
talked cf as destitute of merit, because at the point of attack he wa3 superior in
number to is enemies? This very fact which has so often been converted into a sort
of reproach, constitutes his greatest and truest praise. He so directed hi3 attack
as at once to divide his enemy and to fall with the mass of his own force upon a
point where their division, or the distribution of their troops, left them unable to
resist hi- He knew that everything depended ultimately upon physical superior-
- ;• - his ;enius is 3hown in this, that although outnumbered on the whole, he was
always superior to his enemies ot the decisive point."

Within the above quotation rests the whole argument for the introduction of cam
paigning into the fascinating subject of wargaming, for if "strategy is the art of
brin ;ing the enemy to bottle while tactics are the method by which a commander seeks
o overwhelm him when battle is joined" there is no point in pursuing the study of

the latter without recourse to the former. Clearly then, one without the other is a
contradiction because it becomes apparent that strategy directly influences tactics.

importance of strategy therefore, cannot be overrated a.-.d its bearing upon table
wargaming should be of the utmost significance. Indeed to ignore it reduces the game
tc a series of different formations and movements which bear no relationship to the
reality of battlefields. How is it possible to recreate the urgency of those heated
moments, the desperate necessity for a rearguard to delay the enemy's advance, or the
reckless efforts of an advance guard to grip the enemy before support arrives? In
what degree is it contingent to suppose that these aspects are accounted for without
strategic consideration affecting the movements upon the battlefield? It makes non
sense of the set situation so often favoured by wargamers, disallowing for the many
pressures, apart fro:.-, the b ttle itself, which affected the decisions of 19th century
commanders. How can they know, in a merely tactical situation, whether to remain in
position or retire, if his line of retreat is secure, if the force he is facing is
the main body or merely an advance guard? Without these factors the battlefield lo
cation is robbed of any significance. It may be argued that set pieces such as rear
;uard actions can be reconstructed for the table gome, but the aim of such an experi

ment only provides a gaming process, such as chess where nothing hangs in the balance
except the result, where any future developments are not affected by defeat or vict
ory. For if wargaming is to become more than just a colourful arrangement of rules
governing movement ond dice throws it is obliged to place the protagonists in a con
dition of emotional stress which is likely to affect the clarit • of their judgement.
Without this element of strain affecting aspects both on snd off the battlefield,
creating a continuous series of probabilities and mind paralysing contingencies, the
wargamer soon wearies, as moot people do, of anything which falls short of expecta
tions. Again, how often does the set niece involving nothing but manoeuvering repeat
itself? It produces identical battles, regardless of how frequently the terrain is
changed; both sides are obliged to justify their presence by committing themselves to
an engagement. The whole thing becomes a pointless exercise. One might as well hold
ceremonial reviews!



If we now accept that tactics are only pertinent in conjunction with strategy we
must proceed to discuss their application. War is primarily concerned with three
things:- movement, supply snd, inevitably, destruction. Strategy instigates them end
tactics fulfil them.

Movement of an army is constrained by the terrain through which the force is to
advance or to retire and therefore the initial requirement for such an enterprise is
the existence of a sound system of communications, without them it was well nigh im
possible for commanders to supply q large army; unless the campaign was intentionally
brief with limited objectives. An army that was committed to a prolonged campaign at
some distance from its base depended entirely upon a regular stream of 3upply, immed
iately these supplies were withheld the situation became highly critical and the
force badly crippled. Such requisites as food, clothing, ammunition ond reinforce
ments were essential for its continued existence, and once removed there was a con
siderable reduction in the troop'3 morale. Wellington himself was to discover its
full and insidious implications when in 1809 he wrote to his brother - "A starving
army is actually worse than none. The soldiers lose their discipline snd spirit.
They plunder even in the presence of their officers. The officers are discontented
and are almost as bad as the men; ond with the army which a fortnight ago beat
double their numbers, I should hesitate to meet a French corps of half their strength.'

When such conditions are combined with the necessity to retreat as in the night
mare situation of John Moore's ill fated expedition of 1808, all chance of maintain
ing order is virtually impossible. Captain Alexander Gordon of the 15th Hussars des
cribed the tragic state which the British army had sunk when he noted - "All the
straggling and irregularities that had occurred on any former occasion, might be con
sidered as perfection of discipline if compared with the retreat from Villofranca
which resembled the flight of an indisciplined rabble than the march of regular
troops."

Only the dreadful horrors of the -"Tench retreat from Moscow offers greater
evidence of the depths to which demoralisation can affect a once proud and disciplin
ed force.

Supplies then were essential and the need for roads to sustain them imperative,
but this was not the only reason that armies were committed to their use; the con-
stand movement of the train which followed the fighting men was certain to ruin the
surface of any but the best constructed roads. Consequently armies chose to march
on well built roads not only ensuring a safe supply route but also providing speed
of movement; bad roads mode the progress of troops and artillery sluggish and unde-
pendable. Worst of all the advantage of surprise ond subterfuge was drastically re
duced, indeed an active enemy was made cognisant of your position and direction. A
convincing example of the affect of roads upon the relative speeds of the march is
given during the campaign of Waterloo. After the battle of Ligny Napoleon moved to
join Ney facing the ^itish and Grouchy was ordered to pursue the beaten Prussians,
both of them left Ligny on the sfternoon of the 17th June. The Emperor used the
great paved chausees of Namur end Brussels and finished seventeen miles away at the
position of Waterloo. Grouchy on the other hand hod great difficulty in reaching
Gembloux, five miles from Ligny, by ten o'clock the following night; he had been
obliged to travel by country roads. Consider also the decision made by 31ucher to
link up with the British left wing at Waterloo, he chose Bulow's corps to make the
march, but their progress w03 delayed by the almost impossible labour of forcing
heavy gun carriages and ammunition waggons along the narrow roods. Little better
than rutted cart tracks at best, the twisting country lanes had been transformed by
rainfall into quagmires impeding the progress of horses and men. This last intro
duces a further hazard with which commanders had to contend, the weather. Extreme
heat and intense cold have done much to thwart plans of campaign let alone the effect
it had upon the actual lives of the men under a general's command. One small, but
by no means uncommon example, is to be found once more in the carnage of the French
retreat from Russia; of the 4th Regt. of Lancers that began the campaign, one officer
and seventeen rank and file returned. Admittedly these extremes are rare but they
exist and there effect so drastic that mention had to be made of them. Nevertheless,
it is usually weather conditions, described as inclement, that so quickly turned a
normal route march into a hell of sweated labour.

But to return to the problem which always occupies the mind of any commander -
his line of communication for as Napoleon said " 'he secret of war lies in the commun
ications." Something which is as applicable now as it was then. The initial con
sideration was to decide upon the army'3 direction and objective (that is its line
of operation), along which was established magazines, these contained supplies, sent



along the line of communication from the base of operations, that otherwise could not
be obtained on the spot. To some extent the French abandoned this method ond resort
ed to requisition, which greatly increased their mobility but necessitated spreading
in order to exist, a dangerous procedure should the enemy concentrate and defeat them
in detail. The secret lay in their remarkable facility for reassembling for battle.

But the lessons learned in Italy had proved invaluable, where necessity demanded new
answers to the problem of supply. It must not, however, be thought that Napoleon
abandoned the requirement for amassing magazines. In a conquered territory he cap
tured all that was necessary for the wants of his troops ond in thi3 way established
his magazines. Never did a leader concern himself so minutely with his own lines of
communication and never did a leader abandon them with 3uch impunity, when "gambling"
to do so would wreak such havoc upon his enemies, for he himself assertedj "There is
nothing which protects the lines of communication to tho rear better than a victori
ous battle, and for such a victorious battle, which regulates everything and settles
every question, one must collect together whatever it is possible to collect."

But we are not all Napoleons and could never hope to be,_ such men are rare in
deed, they can be counted upon the fingers of both hands. In 5000 years of European
history only seven men have been accorded the title of Great Captains, apart from
Napoleon they are Alexander, Hannibal, Caesar, Gustavus Adolphus, Marlborough and
Frederick the Great. For the rest they would do well to be guided by Montecuculli
when he stated - "The line of communication must be certain and well established, for
every army that acts from a distant base and is not careful to keep this line per
fectly open, marches upon a precipice. It moves to certain ruin, as may be seen by
an affinity of examples. In fact, if the road by which provisions, ammunition and
reinforcements are to be brought up is not entirely secured, if the magazines, the
hospitals, the depots of arms and the places of supply are not fixed, ond commodious-
ly situated, not only the army cannot keep the field, but it will be exposed to the
greatest dangers."

The above is a sound warning to avoid being placed in such a position, but con
sider its implications should a general find his lines of communication cut. He is
immediately presented with a series of unattractive alternatives. Should he disperse
his troops in order to find provisions for themselves he would find it difficult to
reassemble to encounter the enemy. What if he decides upon a desperate attack and it
foils? The problem of sustenance becomes doubly aggravated. Even if large quantities
of supplies are available on the spot but the line remains cut the doomed force has
been granted only a postponement of its inevitable end. Eventually he is forced to
consider negotiating a surrender or watch the gradual disintegration of the units
under his command; for without the necessities for continued aggressive action, re
sistance becomes futile. This clearly illustrates what does happen should the advice
of Montecuculli :~e ignored. Even Napoleon during his advance upon Moscow flagrantly
abandoned such counsel by committing his army to a long line of communication and
thereby allowing the Russian; to create such havoc where the line crossed the 3eresina.

COnTINOED NEXT MOUTH.

Model Mili[aire
71 barker road middlesbrough teesside

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

M A I ROMAN SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm. 10 each x 25mm

M A 2 G

HERALDIC TRANSFERS

40P
MA 2 GREEK 12 DIFFERENTx 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

MM I LIONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS.CHEVRONS

PILES. MARKS OF CADENCE

M M 3 CROSSES. LABELS 4Qp
MM 4 CHEQUY . LOZENGY. BARS . GYRONS

REGIMENTAL COLOURS C1815] SELF ADHESIVE

Rl I 1st GUARDS.1si 4th, 23rd. 32nd and 92nd FOOT

Rl 2 2nd GUARDS. 3rd,14th.27th. 40th and 52nd FOOT "*0P

P& R 1,2 items 5p. Up to 5 items 8p.then 1p extra per item

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING
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BOARD GAME REPORT - "HICHTHOFENS WAR" (Avalon Hill)

by John C. Lawler

In my younger days I spent a good deal of time trying to develop a set of wargame
rules for "irst World War Aerial Combat. Ultimately I failed in this endeavour. Avalon
Hill have, more recently, spent a good deal of time developing "Richthofens War", ond
seem to have succeeded.

The gone equipment, packed in a 3turdy "bookcase" box, comprises the inevitable
hexigon - -ridded board (an aerial view of a quiet looking sector of Western ?ront),
instruction folder,.briefing manual, scenario sheets, aircraft status pad, dioe and
counters for three or four of each of 34 Cerman and Allied aircraft of the last two
years of the war (also for "Archie, Planing Onions and 3alloons").

The gome is played on an alternate move basis, each aircraft having a chart show
ing current speed, altitude, damage ond ammunition supply, as well as ceilin~, climb
and dive rates and manoouverability. The scenarios supplied cover offensive patrols,
photo-reconnoisance, trench strafing (but without ground fire, which is a pity!),
bombing art.obs., and 'sausage eatin-1 (which should only be attempted by the more
masochistic players). There is also a scenario for a short "Bloody April" canpairn.

The. combat rules ore easily loarnt and I hove been involved in some very realis
tic scraps, which generally tie in ith knowledge gleaned from an extensive study of
the period. One doc fight betwe n "Wer.sex" members (2 Albatros DV's and a Roland
Walfisch) ond gunners from Larkhill (j Sopwith Camels), served to illustrate (fatally)
the following principles :-

1. Don't split- your formation too widely (1 cor.ol;.
2. Don't mix it a_--ainst a good two seoter (snotho" camel).
5. Don't dive away from a do- t'i -lit (o D7).
4. Don't follow 5 down (the last camel).

Other ncnornbli: engagements have teen:- 1 Bristol ".'i ;hter v 1 Albatros SHI -..-'• ich
started at 5000 metres and finished nc 250 metres (with a vast amount of tight niar.oeu-
vering and very little firing); A Newport 17 tryin- vainly to stop s 'olnnd Oil photo
graphing British trencher, (the Roland refused to *o away, took its pictures and on be
ing pursued on the return journey after showin ; remarkable patience and with a show
of :reot reluctance, shot down the scout with a single burst iron its rear -unl).

une could quibble with the rotes of climb, which are very high and the perform
ance figures of some of the 66 typos listed seem odd (-Walon Hill have perpetuated the
slanders on the'Pfnlz Dill put out by rival manufacturers), but the former is s reas
onable concession to "Playability" while the latter can soon be amended to personal
taste. One final word of warning - the Manufacturers advise you not to try combats
involving more than throe aircraft a side. Having tried a fifteen a side solo <-;one I
understand why.

Dear .iditor,

I do not suppose you will print this letter, but * strongly protest at your
criticism of our figures ns boin : inoccur-ate and misleading I resent your reference
to "Command Post", wc .arc a small company but increasing in size monthly. The figures
we advertise are available and our customers receive their orders by return of post
(we claim no responsibility for the vagaries of oux- postal service).

Our fi.-ures arc 25mm thou;:h one would expect a slight differences in height, in
for example a bending figure firing a musket, and a Turk in turban, standing upri -ht.

Yours faithfully, C.?..5eton, .'arrior iietal Miniatures

COMMENT; This refers to my review of Warrior Figures on page 25 of the Juno issue of
Warganer'c Newsletter. It would oeem that R3y Seton has misconstrued ray remarks,
takin : them as detrimental criticism. This is far from bein;- the case as my compari
son with the American manufacturers "Command Post" wa3 a humorous, seai-affectionate
remark intended to imply that Warrior figures were approaching the hi--h standards of
those turned out by "Command Post" and then, no longer talkin- of Warrior figures, I
went on to moke a nostal ;ic comment on George van Tuber Ton and his highly personalised
if somewhat erratic organisation. Under no circumstances was it intended to imply
that Warrior Metal Miniatures resemble "Command Post" in that aspect - rather they
havealways been observed to be slick in their responses to demands and extremely reliable
in their dealings.
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COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Christopher Lance Scott

•••• i-.:l-l-::-:r!S-' rfSt—t-t^iri-
... ''^ rhl.' 1:;:- SJTi : thst we w"*« 'arguing' nn different levels. I, the otjec-

' ' I • re simply (but less accurately) logic vs. emotion; and
•• . Till ertLS;?hfr ,ri°' :° C°nVince the °ther a conclu".... v,. k.:re, of ,_• . •• - "lc "or-v faein« s° differently viewed

- ;•--: have reached a stage whera it is time to
' . ,-——. . —•••. .« -o hypotheeiae theory and develc, its

,.•.,;. , ; ; :ough -c take the shaking and deep searching.
. ,- Be' question, and the 'national characteristics' dls

•" ' '• ••- hobby and show that even more would
dis-

- '• vei urins in-
iM-t^i+v ^%b?*ie Vn?!P0*«ldiB« of ™r ^bby I would lik- to examine

. ::::U:3;: 1Vity [ ! «»t the groundings of waging
.1.;- ;,,::.,;0^'/ . . :': -'- -oanifestation of certain aspects on a

• a6C on -h- abl • ' •" ' ••.: "tMlSB Gri' of a superficial nature);

-•••;: ; :-;-;-::. . ! ^hT..,*^,^.^,

••-

.. ...

•" 'its ptinum usagv. Fo- <=xarrrlr -•„ •-, »«4 .!• , a^e-w 01 tne gai

t.ais personal like in keepin,
:r. was very csreful with his Old

srK though 'morale- i " ?lv*ya ,bo "ith US* As a P^smgttention-you! . ... .^J^c and this could do with

t:rr. cf the idee that our hobbvhL !„-«• I* :' : -irst1^. a" emotional rejec-
ly, that nothing done on^tSe Stfe to^Vin"! f "'h the rw,ltt» °f W8~' and ••«**.To argue against this I h»iJ^ • P, " '" LeVe any semblance of actuality.

CONTINUED ON PAGE ?
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HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

MELTHAM. HUDDERSFIEIO. ENGLAND H07 3NX

NEW RELEASES -

25 mm RANGE

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC (PN)

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
(PNC)
PNC2 Ulhan. charging
PNC5 Ulhan. officer
PNC7 Ulhen. trumpeter

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC (BN)
BN27 line Inlantiymtn. loading

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
(FNC)

LIGHT HORSES (LH)
•1113 Marmeluko horse
•LH9 Light homo, rearir

ANCIENT HORSES (AH)
•AH9 Byiantmo. hell armoured ho

Foot Figures

Cavalry

Guns

ANCIENT ROMAN (AR)

PALMYRIAN ANCIENT CAVALRY
(PAC)
PAC3 Irregular cavalryman

EQUIPMENT GROUPS (EG)
EG7 King Oarius on Ihrone and Dias with

54 mm RANGE

R6 British W W I Artillery Driver
skin coat, hall turned in sai
hand on re.ns. one at side

Each ligu-e il 90p. All lit W W I
Plug on heads, pluq in hands, twi
and l«vo hands with whips, two

Illustrated Catalogues available 30p from your local stockist. 35p direct.

WARSHIPS

COMING NEXT

MONTH

More of our new 54 mm

figure releases plus more
additions to our other
ranges.

1/1200 Scale Die Cast Metal Va.-.e.-line Modolr

Tri-ung Kinic Ships: Painted and Assembled

At never to be repeated prices

Cruiser K.H.S. Superb
Battle Clas:- Destroyers

Daring Class Destroyers
Vigilant Class Frigates
Whitby Class Frigates
Ton Class Minesweepers

I7ip

l.:: p
12|P

Post and Packing 2gp per iter Over £5 Post Free. S.A.E. for list of Ships and
Harbour Installations.

Napoleonic WARGAMES F.C-URE3 by S.E.G.O.K.

V/liat you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct
anatomical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular i
scale. Kaka a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal of Franco Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot Figures 7fep each. Colour Eearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 2Cp each.
Cavalry Standard Bearers 25p each.

Postage snd Packing 5P per order,

Specialists in Military Miniatures

6'College Square North, Belfast BT1 6AS

LISTS FREE

Telephone: BELFAST43699
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Talking of \^/argaming
by don featherstone

Throughout the many years over which I have wargamed I think it is reasonable to
claim that I have been almost as interested in making up my terrains as I have been
in collecting my armies! Not for me the chalked road and river, nor the bridges and
houses of crudely disguised matchboxes and trees of pine cones. My enjoyment of a
battle varies inversely with the standard of the terrain over which is being fought
because even a bad battle has its redeeming features on a terrain that really looks
realistic while the edr;es are rubbed off even a good battle on a poor terrain. Be
cause of the permanency of their lay-out, model railway enthusiasts go to great
len.-ths to ensure that their countryside looks realistic and when photographed can
quite easily be mistaken for real-life scenery. Wargamers suffer from the fact that
their terrains necessarily vary immensely even from week fo week as battles are
fought at different stages of a campaign or in different periods of military history.
Nevertheless, table-top terrain can be greatly improved upon and the wargamer prepared
to take trouble in this direction will become conscious that it is a rewarding labour.
Zvcn such a prominent and experienced worgamer ss Dave iiillword from Birmingham ad
mits to be impressed by a quite rudimentary terrain set up he saw when wargsming in
my house recently (see Dave's letter in the correspondence section).

I don't suppose I will ever have time to do it but I have on ambition to plan a
campaign or battle ond then set about making a really fantastic expansive terrain
rather like Peter Gilder's huge Waterloo expanse. Using squares of chipboard, I
would build up my roads, rivers, valleys, hills, villages and other natural features
and then weave my worrames narrative around them because nothing is more dishearten-
in,-: than to spend weeks on a particular piece of terrain, set it proudly on the table
ond then find that the battle takes place at the other end! Another idea I have
nurtured for years is to construct two giant pieces of terrain, each on a 4' x &'
square of chipboard. Although the main features of each piece will be different, the
four sides of each square will be carefully contoured and measured so that each
square of chipboard has a side A, side B, side C and side D so that by placing the
two sides A together one terrain is made up: by placing the B sides together then a
completely different terrain will result.etcJactually bought two squares of chipboard
two or three years ago but have yet to find anywhere suitable to store such large ond
vulnerable pieces of scenery so that the idea remains stillborn - but I'll get around
to it one day!

Considering that it jumps from one end of the scale to the other, the two most
recent facets of wargaming - the 5mm Regimental blocks and the 54mm individualised
wargaming - ore both responsible for a most encouraging upsurge in terrain standards.
Because of their small size, the 5mm Regimental blocks do not require such elaborate
scenery as larger figures and by carefully undulating a baize or cloth terrain, using
dyed pipe cleaners as hedges and making up minute houses or buying them from the
better class toyshops with clumps of trees represented by different shades of lichen
r.-.oos, a most realistic terrain can result. But it is when one gets into the 54mm
individualised worgar.iing as described so ably by Mike 31oke, Ian Colwill and Steve
Curtis in issues of this magazine, that terrain really comes into it3 ownl A few weeks
o/o when fi -hting in Bristol with these three enthusiasts, we were entranced by the
small town of Salt Flats in Pina County of Hew Mexico which included saloons, Wells
Fargo offices, barns, 'nils, a Sheriff's office, stores or.d unmentionable buildini-s
with -lamorous lookin • dames much in evidence and, the piece de resistance was a
a railroad depot complete with a very fine box car and engine - all in 54mm scale!
_ecause some cost enjoyable encounters can take place between as few as three or four
fi-ures, it is possible to rake a most realistic section of the North-West Frontier
for example, complete with rocks, scrub, etc., on a fairly small baseboard. ~The same-
section can be embodied into'a table-top terrain and used for 25 or 30mm wargaming if
desired. A skirmish con take place around a single ruined house - and what can be
done with paint and plastic card to the gnri3h Western buildings mode by Timpo is be
yond description!

Anything that raokeo for better terrain gets my support and, although it was a
hell of a lot of trouble, I really enjoyed making up the Horth-West Frontier set-up
that formed the basis of the photographs in my recent book "Solo Wargaming" - I only
wish I had had the time to fight a battle over it!
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PETER KEMPLAY
MILITARY MINIATURES PAINTINGS BOOKS PRINTS .

Framlingham Woodbridge Suffolk IPI3 SRH Tel Framlingham 7237DB

PETER KEMPLAY is proud to announce:

TRADITION 25mm WARGAME FIGURES

For over 20 years Norman Newton Ltd have been producing the world famous figures
of Charles Stadden in 30mm, 54mm and 90mm scales. Now, at last, we are pleased to
introduco to you a superb range in 25mm scale, designed primarily for the wargame but
which, no doubt, will be in great demand by collectors and modellers of all kinds.

Once you have seen them you will realise that they are not just "another range
of wargame figures". These fine metal figures are beautifully animated and detailed

to bring unrivalled realism to miniature battlefields. They are also surprisingly
easy to paint.

NAPOLEONIC

3RITISH

LINE INFANTRY HIGHLANDERS RIFLE BRIGADE

NB 1

NB 2

NB 3
NB 4

Officer advancing
Private marching

" advancing
" firing

NB 5 Officer advancing
NB 6 Private at ready
NB 7 " advancing
NB 8 " firing

NB 9 Officer advancing
NB 10 Private marching
N3 11 " advancing
NB 12 " firing

PRUSSIAN BRUNSWICK

GUARD INFANTRY (Parade Dress) LINE INFANTRY (Field Dre ss) LINE INFANTRY

NP 1

NP 2

NP 3
NP 4

Officer advancing
Private marching

" advancing
" firing

NP 5
IIP 6

NP 7
NP 8

RUSSIAN

Officer advancing
Private marching

" advancing
" firing

NBR 1 Officer advancing
NBR 2 Private marching

NBR 3 " advancing
KBR 4 " firing

BAVARIAN

PAVLOVSKI GREMADISRS LINE INFANTRY LINE INFANTRY

NR 1 Officer advancing
NR 2 Private marching
NR 3 " advancing
NR 4 " firing

NR 5 Officer advancing
NR 6 Private marching
NR 7 " advancing
NR 8 " firing

FRENCH

STAFF IMPERIAL GUARD GRENADIERS

NF 1 Napoleon NF 7 Officer advancing
NF 2 Murat NF 8 Private marching
NF 3 Marshall NF 9 " advancing
NF 4 Beauharnais NF 10 " firing
NF 5 Bessieres

NF 6 General of Cuirassiers

LINE INFANTRY LIGHT INFANTRY

NF 11 Officer advaflcing
NF 12 Private marching
NF 13 " advancing
NF 14 " firing

BRITISH INFANTRY c.1880

CO 1 Officer pointing pistol CO 5 Standing firing
CO 2 Private kneeling firing CO 6 Kneeling firing

'CO 3 " standing firing CO 7 Charging with sword
CO 4 " advancing and dagger

NF 15 Officer advancing
NF 16 Private marohing
NF 17 " advancing
NF 18 " firing

COLONIAL

H.W.FRONTIER TRIBESMEN

NBV 1 Officer advancing
NBV 2 Private marching
NBV 3 " advancing
HBV 4 " firing

AUSTRIAN

LINE INFANTRY (in Shako)

HA 1 Officer advancing
NA 2 Private marching
NA 3 " advancing
NA 4 " firing

GRENADIERS (in Bearskin)

NA 5 Officer advancing
NA 6 Private marching
NA 7 " advancing
HA 8 " charging

BOER COMMANDOES

CO 8 Standing firing
C0 9 Kneeling firing
CO 10 Advancing



BRITISH INFANTRY

CB

C3

Officer advancing
Private marching

UNION INFANTRY

u 1

u 2

u 3
u 4
u ::

" 6

Officer advancing
Standard-bearer (NCO)
Drummer

Private firing
" advancing
" march

15

CRIMEAN

HIGHLANDERS RUSSIAN INFANTRY

CB 5 Officer advancing CR 1 Officer advancing
CB 6 Private marching CR 2 Private marching

CR 3 " advancing
CR 4 " firing

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

ZOUAVES CONFEDERATE INFANTRY

Z 1 Officer advancing C 1 Officer advancing
(wearing kepi, shell C 2 Standard-bearer (Officer)
jacket and gaiters) C 3 Drummer

Z 2 Zouave (in fiz) firing J 4 Privakv, firiu6

Z 3 " " " advanc C 5 " advancing
ing C 6 " advancing (high

Z 4 " " " kneel- Port)

UNION ARTILLERY

A 1 Officer with binoculars

A 2 Gunner with ramrod

A3 " " shot
A 4 " pulling lanyard

ing firing

CONFEDERATE ARTILLERY

A 5 Officer waving kepi
A 6 Gunner with ramrod
A 7 " " rope and bucket
A 8 " " case

PRICES; Infantry - 8p
Artillerymen on foot - 8fp
Personalities on foot - lip
Standard Bearers - lip

Postage and packing 10>-- (minimum lOp).

NEW RELEASES THIS MONTH INCLUDE MORE NAI OLliONICS, 7 YEARS WAR, AMERICAN WAR OF
INDEPENDENCE.

COMING VERY SOON; MOUNTED FIGURES FOR ALL RANGES, ANCIENTS, ETC.

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND TRADE ENQUIRIES TO:

PETER KEMPLAY

FRAMLINGHAM

WOODBRIDGE

SUFFOLK.

WE ARE SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR:-

STADDE FIGURES IN ALL SCALES

LAMMING MINIATURES

MODEL MILITAIRE DECALS

Complete revised, enlarged and illustrated Mail Order catalogue
listing all Stadden, Tradition, Cameron figures, Lamming
Miniatures, Model Militaire, Nume-ous books, Le Plumet, Knotel,
Hourtoulle prints, battle plans, paints, brushes, etc. - 50p.

CATALOGUE -

Northern Office and Showroom

Northern Garrison
Knaresborough
Yorkshire

In Association With

Norman Newton Ltd
IBS Piccadilly

London W I
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

COUNT ROUGET'S RAID Oil WALES (April/May 1612)

by

'.'.:•• ."•: . :•',-.• rill.-

A short time ago we, in Llanelli, fought a com
bined operations campaign, of two inter-related
battles. The result was very interesting. I am
therefore including a (rather long) account of this campaign. We had the. two bottles
going on simultaneously in different rooms, much to the confusion of our overworked
umpire! I am afraid the report nay be a trifle biasi the three French commander!
wrote it, the British refusing to have anything more to do with the sordid

Prelude; February 1312 war. n crucial time for the 1st Empire. The En ray in
Spain under the Duke of Wellington had already taken Ciuiiad Rodrigo and Ba
soon to follow. Relations with Russia were deteriorating a.; the enigmatic Alexander
I fell undor the influence of anti-French ministers and the impact which Napoleon hud
made at Tilsit, five years earlier, wore off. The United States ,1jc • ntemplat-
ing war with Britain over British claims fcc rights of search of neutral

All these questions might be solved by a spectacular nuceess ..-
which alone of the powers arrayed against ii-jpoleon had maintained
against French invasion. If England's show of invincibility could be . 'ed,
potential European enemies of France would lose heart and whole Continent would
be under undisputed French influence, whilst the U.S.A. would be induced to declare
war on Britain; also pressure frcra Wellington's enemi'> rand Farli-o-;-.-
might even lead to the abandonment of any plan to :
to provide men for home defence.

A proper invasion of England was out, of the que.--. . • raid
aimed at creating the maximum possible damage snd lifim
ary political pressure. mhe South Coast of England was too well defended to be
successfully attacked, while an invasion of Ireland might not create encu gh 'i n:. u;.
An attack on South Wales seemed more plau3ible, especially when il 5 remembered thai
the landing at Caneg Wasted in 1797 by Colonel Tate's ill-arned rabble haq ;smsed ;•
run cr. the Bank of England in spite of their surrender two days later.
on Wales seemed to premise the best chance of success.

A striking force was built up at Toulon consisting cf the 3rd Tiriill"
Young Guard (2 battalions), a battalion of Polish Volt.', -euri frcn ^talj
as well as an Italian line battalion. The remainder of the expeditionary force con
sisted of 4 battalions of French line infantry support th« ls1 LVini ~-:- V. Horse
Lancers and two horse artillery batteries. A company . : : il
strength of the force to some 8,000 men. Command wa given to General of Division
Count Rcuget with General of Brigade Cambronne as his second-in-command.

The force was to be transported in 15 fast transports, mainly disarmed frigates
and obsolete 64-gun battleships. To escort this fleet a squadrcn consisting of the
First Rate "Imperial" (120), with a detachment of 150 marines of the Guard on bcarJ,
flying the flog of Vice-Admiral Jear, Lucas, the Third Rates "Charlemagne" (80) and
"Formidable" (80) with the 44 gun frigates "Le Forte" and "Arethuse", the 28 gun
corvettes "Enionnaise" and "Hebe" and the bomb-ketch "Le Fusilier" in support.

At this time British forces in South Wales were 10 battalions of line infai

one regular Light Dragoon regiment, two batteries of foot and cne of horse, artillery
plus numerous local units of militia, yoomonry s*nd coastal artillery. Also an East
India escort squadron consisting of "The Boyne" (°8), "The Ramillies"(74), flying the
flag of Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Hardy K.B. and "The Cornwallis" (74), accompanied by
the frigates "Indefatigible" (44) and "Ten-sdos" (38) were at present in the British
Channel. The English commander of land forces was Major-General Sir Edward Pa^.kenham,
backed by the veteran General Tarleton v">o was in Wales inspecting unit:; of Yeomanry.

The Campaign: The Toulon force broke out in a storm on April 8th-9th, aided by a
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display by the French fleet. Bad weather continued off and on for 12 days, much to
the"soldiers' discomfort. On the 22nd the weather moderated and with a stiff west
erly breeze on the beam the fleet moved up the St, George's Channel.

Meanwhile, having been warned of the possibility of a French descent, Hardy had
taken his ship on a sweep down channel on the 19th and during the storm his ship had
run into the naval dockyard at Milford Haven. Avoiding major harbours the French
expeditionary force dropped anchor on the 25th off the small fishing harbour of New
quay ar.d, in spite of squally weather, the landing was completed with little loss
and the expedition set off on the 27th. The French plan was to march to 3recon,
then the premier army base in Wales, ar.d thence to Carmarthen to link up with the
fleet, destroying all the towns on the way. The fleet was to sail up and down the
coest destroying all ports and installations before picking up the expeditionary
force at Carmarthen.

When warned on the 20th of the coming French descent Packenham correctly de
duced Brecon and Milford Haver, to be the main danger 3pots. As a result the entire
regular force available plus the Castlemartin Yeomanry (the 'finest organised and
equipped regiment of Yeomanry in Wales) was concentrated on Brecon. Two militia
battalions were sent to man the defences of the Haven and all coastal batteries and
local militia and yeomanry put on standby. Lord Candor supervised the land defences
of Milford Haven and Pembroke Dock, its port, whilst Hardy's squadron undertook to
protect the dockyard.

'."•:;•: FATTLE OF M'lLi'ORD HAVEN - Anril 30th
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With plenty of time to decide his tactics Hardy prepared an elaborate defence
of Pembroke Dock. The batteries defending the mouth of the Haven and Pembroke Dock
were supplied with plentiful supplies of ammunition and their defences repaired.
In order to defend the dockyard better the English admiral decided to fight at
anchor and joined his ship3 together with a pair of chains and two 50" cables, ob
tained from the dockyard. The shallows at either end of his anchored line were
held by the frigates, which 3till retained their manoeuvrability.

This was the situation on April 30th when Admiral Lucas arrived off the mouth
of the Haven. In order to protect his lighter ships from the ten-gun batteries on
either side 'of the entrance to the Haven;Lucas formed his 3hips in line 'abreast
with a battleship or. either flank. The "Imperial" followed astern of the line. At
midday the squadron began to move up the inlet under the signal "La France Regarde
Vcus" with bands playing and ensigns flying. The batteries on the headland opened
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fire at extreme range with red hot shot. A fire soon started on the "Charlemagne"
but was rapidly extinguished. The return fire of the battleships, however, complete
ly destroyed one battery (due to magazine explosion) and dismounted half, the guns in
the other.

Once inside the Haven the squadron reformed into two lines, the battleship to
engage Hardy's ships-of-the-line ond ths lighter vessels to act against the other two
batteries and the English frigates. The crossfire of the remaining batteries damaged
the "Formidable" but fire soon slackened as the "Imperial" and the "Charlemagne" put
f- of their guns out of action.

The French lino closed in an oblique order on the English. The "Formidable"
concentrated on the "CornwallisJJ while both "Charlemagne" and the huge "Imperial"
concentrated their fire on "Kamillies". Even before the ships closed "Ramillies was
reduced to a near-sinking condition and Hardy shifted his flag to the undama ;ed
"Boyne". The "Formidable" closed with "Comwailis" but was forced to break off the
engagement due to the letter's spirited defence. However, the fresh "Charlemagne"
took up the struggle and soon brought about the "Cornwallio's" surrender by boarding.
The battened "Formidable" tried twice in vain to break the boom between the English
ships. Lucas had meanwhile grappled the fresh "Boyne" ond as his flagship's massive
broadside pounded the wooden sides of his opponent on attempt to board was made, hew-
ever, a spirited counter-attack led by Hardy in person drove the fight back onto the
deck of the "Imperial". However, a renewed attempt by the marines of the Gu3rd
finally took the ship, although not without heavy losses. Towards the clo::e of the
action the English frigates attempted to break out. The "Tenedos" was engaged by
both "Le Forte" and "Baionaisse" and a few broadsides brought down her main mast and
ensured her surrender. "Arethuse", however, was unable to catch "Indef
which escaped to Bristol with news of the disaster. "Hebe" was unable to join in
the chase as her gundeck was in a shambles due to a broadside from one of the British
74's. The French light ships then entered the harbour and began bombarding the town.
The rest of the day was spent in securing the French prizes and destroying the re
mains of the batteries by bombardment. On the morning of May 1st. the French brought
up the bomb-ketch and after e brief bombardment the raw militia gave up •'-.
fled into the country leaving Lord Candor and his officer: tc surrender the port.
That afternoon the transports entered the Haven. Having r?pleni.
from the Port's facilities the Trench left on May 3rd, leaving behind the smouldering
ruins of Pembroke Dock: little did Lucas realise, however, that the "••
English and French armies had already been decided. D0HTIH0B2 K;,T .._..,.-,...

COMMENTS ON THE BRITONS - Continued from Pare 5.
(b) The ponies at that time were small but stocky, not thoroughbreds with Arab

blood. Germanic horsemen could almost touch the ground with their feet when mounted.

Infantry (i)

The British tribal armies consisted mainly of foot-soldiers, armed for close
combat. Simply equipped, the ordinary tribesman probably fought bareheaded, maybe
the privileged minority protecting their skulls with a crude iron cap. Naked from
the waist up, with a heavy plaid cloak fastened around his shoulders by a large
brooch, he went into battle clad in baggy trousers, and a pair of simple boots. Hard
ly an awe-inspiring sight.

He almost certainly had a long iron sword, and a throwing spear. There is no
evidence for large battle-axes (i.e. no surviving axe-heads, nor any mention in con
temporary accounts) as modelled in the Airfix set. He would have for sole personal
defence some sort of shield. This was not the ornate bronze shield that Airfix
modelled. This appears to be based on shields recovered from the Thames and the River
Witham. There are only two or three of these known. Tests by Dr. John Coles of
Cambridge University, carried out at great personal risk, have shown that bronze
hi Ids are easi"1" -; J v" "•*•«*•" ""^ «""»«•'• (+Mi> -shield was entirely sliced tnrough

by a

sultation'at'mosTmajor reference libraries). "The fact that these shields are extreme
ly rare and manifestly useless suggests that they were not fighting shields. ihese
were likely to be made of wood, leather, or a combination of the two. The shape of
the shields is uncertain, since usually only the bosses survive. The bronze shields
may well reflect the overall shape of the normal fighting shield - that is, they were
long and narrow rather than round. (See illustrations).

lily pierced by sword and spear (the. shield was entirely sliced tnrout
by a sword slash), while thick leather proved remarkably resilient. (See 'Proceed-

of the Prehistoric Society' Vol.28 (1962), p.165. This is available for con-
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AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC!!

by

S..I.Watts

(Continued from La.'-t Month)

PAINTING: a) Germans - All white
uniform. Bottom edge of jacket, turn
backs, round cuffs, collars, edge of
epaulettes in facing colour. Shako,
stock, gaiters, boots, cartridge pouch
and scabbards are black. Yellow metal

front plate on Grenadier's bearskin,
grenade on cartridge pouch and circular
badge on sliHko. All straps white. Pack
brown, blanket grey. The shako had a
back peak which can be simulated by
painting bolow the shako line wi~h gloss
black. Yellow cockade with black centre

at "'ront of shako and right side of bearskin.

The cloth patch at the back of
the bearskin appears to vary in colour.
T have fcund three' types - blue and
wh.'to concentric rings, gxeen cross on
a white ground, red horizontal stripes
on a white ground. Officers' sash
<-oLd with blirck stripes.

b) Hungarians. As Germans, but with pointed cuffs and long light blue trousers,
no gaiters, with yellow seam stripes and yellow knots at the front.

Somn unit colours:-

Kaiser Fran:: - Bright pink (German)
Ei-henzog (Grand Duke) Ferdinand - Bright yellow (German)

15 mm

Karl -

Manfreddini

Graf Erbach

" Pellegrini -
" Mittrawsky -

Alvinczy

IMcM Yl*<

Sky blue (German)
Dirk Brown (German)
Orange (Gorman)
Light grey (German)
Crimson (German)
Sky blue (Hungarian)

Baron Schmidfeld - Grey green (Hungarian)
Erhenzog Anton Victor - Bright pink (Hungarian)
Saint Julien - Grass green (Hungarian)

METAL FIGURES fron

PETER LAING MARLBURIAN
OVER 50 ITEMS COVERING

INFANTRY. CAVALRY. ARTILLERY. PIONEERS

II.,,.., I,

Alto DrrmJ —

Send a long S.A.E, lor details
and sample liguru ol other
15mm ranges. Feudals. A.W.I..
Ancients and (now) English

Civil War.

From: PETER LAING, 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY, SOUTHBOROUGH. TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT, TN4 OUB.
Post and Package extra. Orders up to £1—12p; E2—14p- E3—IGp: £4—18p. over E5 froo. (Tel. 0892-29911)



READERS' FORUM you write
TO US

Dear Comrade,

I thought rt. Prossers heart touchin • story about why he gave up wargame was
pathetic. I'm 17, morally I think wargames are a great rellcase for the violent
energies all us humans posses (eg:- while your Russians are taking care of some
facist scum, your not mugging old ladies. Economically, I'm the Plastic Chop-ing
King ruling 5,000 plastic dwarfs of all periods. I rekon lead soldiers are an out-
rogous price and people who buy them ore snob3 - besides plastic doesn't rot.

Technically I'm studing 'A' levels Art, 'iistory and Econoiico which I find re-
livant to my wargames.

I'd also like to soy to a lot of people - STOP KHOCKINj the .argames convention
- its great - my mates and I really enjoyed it. In anser I the C .plaints about
things bein- hectic, no one knowing where or who they wer playin;. I say Isn'1 this
war?

I would also like to draw your attention to the ":"',' price rioe of enterin • the
Convention this year. 1 hope Leicester produce a balance sheet with ill the millions
their goin - to moke on it?

Finally I would like to -et some publicity - wath out tho-c of you who'll '•:•• "
our regional convention at Mansfield, Scunthorpe will raossorce you. Js ccially
their World War two Infantry Champ - ME.

:urs fraternally. . .Simpson, -

THE SCUNTHORPE WARGWES GROUP

$CUrVTH0KS>&

T>NI1 IEJ

ooOoo

"What most attracted my attention wis your terrain. Far too littl- a'tenti r.
is paid to terrain, whereas many people spendhours on paintin • their troop, very few
seem bothered to make up terrnin of anything like comparable standard. Mine at the
moment is fair but I am just about to start on replacing it by better. At the noment
I use sections of expanded polystyrene with the hills, rivers, etc., already :::. ?hesc
measure 4ft by 1ft 6ins and fit 8 to the table. As I have 20 section.? it allows a
fair amount of flexibility. I intend to replace them with 2ft by 2ft sections b
on bardboard to prevent warping, then moulded in polystyrene ond finally tapped by
nodrock, painted and finished with lichen, trees, etc.''

Dove Killward of Birmingham (following a visit to the Editor}.

ooOoo---

"On our lost College field-trip over Easter we went to Edinburgh where we natur
ally visited the Castle end national Museum but the highlight for me was the Wuseun
of Childhood. This is in High Street (opposite John Knox's house) and has a i-ood
display of model soldiers and equipment - old iiritains and Continental makes, pre
war Dinkies, etc. I had a two-hour Ion- talk with the Curator Patr:ci: urra.v who has
just translated a book on models due for issue soon. He has an immense knowledge on
all military matters and some of his books are a delight to see. Whilst there he
showed me an original Via. Britain's mould - all of these hollow-cast figures were
done by hand and it needed Treat manual dexterity - it must have required some
strength as well as the moulds were ve'-v heavy. The interchangeable heads, etc.,
were obvious in the mould.

On wargame figures the only model soldier shop I found was 'Homecrafts" at 10
Gillespie Place, Edinburgh 10 - they stock Lamming and "inchliffe figures. They had
a superb display of the new Lammimr 25mm Mediaeval range - excellently painted."

Peter Christie of Portsmouth.
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111 SUPPORT OF WARGAIfcS RESEARCH GROUP RULES

by

Bob O'Brien

As you rightly say, Jack Hutching's comments in the "ay Newsletter are certainly
worthy of an answer - especially as all the comments we have received have been uni
formly favourable. This does not neon that individual players have not found some
points about which they wish to comment or argue. Everybody will have some ideas of
his own, and we are always ready to attempt to explain, justify, or (after due pro
cess of tests, etc.,) amend where we find that it is necessary. As part of this
policy we have produced the Rules for Ancient warfare in three Editions, and our next
reprint will include the latest amendments which we have been distributing free to
all who send a SAE. The new edition will be more durable, and have an Appendix with
first suggestions for use of 15mm figures, plus another for Sword and Sorcery fans,
to be grafted on to the main rules. The ready-ref sheets wil also be on much heavier
material, as they get quite a pasting.

Having ''ot rid.of the Commercials, lets go onto Jack's comments. Taking the
Convention"aspeot first, it has been very noticeable that in the last two Conventions
the Ancient games (using our rules) were concluded in good time ond with a minimum
of disnute. I know that Phil 3arker and I always try to attend as Umpires, but at
Leicester in particular we had very little to do, which as far as I was concerned let
ne concentrate on the play and the beer: and I would say that the heavies definitely
did get into contact - after all, if one gives the Light troops orders to stay in
screening or support positions then short of over-enthusiastic uncontrolled advances
they will do just that! It could be that Jack and his friends are using too many
points for a 3 hour game - this is a problem with any rules, Bnd at any function where
time is short - one must adjust the number and strength of forces both to the size of
table and the time allocated.

I cannot agree that there ore about three or four different interpretations to
every rule. One thing we have been very careful about is to provide adequate defini
tions and a basis of logic throughout the rules. We don't say that ambiguities can
not be found - anyone who writes any set of rules knows this - but with all due res
pect to Jack and his friends, any in our rules usually need a Stephen Reed to find
"them, and Stephen's comment has normally been that it does not really affect the
issue anyway.

I note that he has been playing with modified Bath Rules - we have also played
these rules, with great enjoyment, but one must accept that they are very much a
gambler's set of Rules - again, Stephen's comment - and give enjoyable games which in
the main do not end up resembling any sort of Ancient battle!

What I would like to suggest is that Jack write to me with hi3 main, and parti
cular queries on the Rules, which I, and Fhil, if need be, will be happy to answer,
but I would like both question ond answers to be set out in the Newsletter - this may
very well help others, but so far we have not had any of the overall comment that we
have had from Jack. One thing, please, we would ask - not the kind of question on
the lines - "Can alingers shoot overhead on the flat?" We state quite specifically
that "foot archers can shoot overhead ...." having specified "foot archers" then it
follows that that is that - had we intended other types to be able to do this then
we would have said so, in such terms as "nissilemen". This reminds me of the bloke
who wrote in asking if he could have a front rank of 2 handed axemen with three ranks
behind of pikes, and still count the full four ranks as in the Rules! The answer, if
one wants it, is MO - one would either have some very uncomfortable axemen, or a lot
of pikes with their heads chopped off! However, I am quite sure that Jack's questions
will not be of this calibre, and look forward to his questions.

Now, may I add a third class of worgamers to those whom Don Featherstone men
tioned, and -ith which 1 agree incidentally. This third class are those who have
played so long with a published set of rules that they now have that familiarity with
them that they can "roll the game along" at a great rate without nit-picking about
whether one can bring one more archer to bear, i.e. where the result will depend on
deployment, sound orders, and a reasonable battle plan, without gimmicky armies. I
have consistently found this with our Ancient Rules now, and this is borne out by the
number of people who write to us, and those we play with. ?he other thing is that,
aided by our reference books, more ond more realistic armies are coming along, so that

continued on page 27
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MUST

LIST
Although the two centre pages of this issue ore occupied with

an advertisement, 1 consider the news it imparts to be sufficiently
excitin'" to merit what readers might consider to bo a waste of s.ipc,
(although to counter this I have included a complete extra four-pa •
opread in this issue ond we badly need tie -one;- resulting frorr ad
vertising!) Anyway, to return to our subject - I hove now reced
samples of the new Tradition 25™ figures designed by Charles
Stsdden. They are a re-issue of the famous Crimean iritis':: Army
models first produced over ton years ago and sellin • at two
shillings per figure. At one stage through the generosity of '
Selmont-Maitland of Tradition I was able to offer these fi ures
through V/argaraer's newsletter at one si-illin : each until t'i->y went
out of production. Peter Kexplay, w -o is a prime factor in the dis
tribution of these fi -.ires t.illc me that in addition to th figures
listed in the catalogue there ore another fifty waiting :'or snoulde
ond beyond that there are mounted fi—ures plus a wii '• r . '0 of
Ancients, Mediaeval, Seven Years Ivor, American devolution, : .,
etc. He goes on to soy "I personally think these :'i :ures
superb and I have beer, inspired tc -jet Sown to some serious but
not too serious!) war -arnin • again. - also think ures
of a sufficiently hi;h standard to be use:! :'
se?-. idiotic to hove vet another ran re of wnr-ame .'; 'ures

the moment that I sou these Tradition fi "ureo I '•• tl iuct
had to bo Drocuceu. Although in cone cases t! ric -• -•.-
marginally more than other makes I reel! " inl ••' - La
will deter any diocernin • wari'niner who la strivin- :'or -.- r r in .. ..
agree with Peter's comments because - '.: ve many of urec in
end con say with complete honesty th."i •' •." ore probable en • to -Tin n r.r.y
other fi -ure3 I hove «ver attempted. At t . ; • :-•
little drawings showing some of the -v. 1 •'. 1 >1 >nic ran ••?.

Peter Keaplay !esi rves support because '•:•-• is • • :-, rt,
a ~reat sense of enterorise and a con t L3 - •;•;- ;
sincerity and honesty. He tells ne th t he ir. ••'-. :cve i'
"The northern Harrison" into much i•-.; - • . • . :r ' th
these new Tradition figures he al30 sent some vor nice -.-• iimen i •• --
scale made by Lamnin • v'lic'--, ot the prices nrf v r. • -oo value. 11 .in r •....-
tion of a rubber band the two Ancient ballist -i~ee3 -••
models - can we do awa ,/itfc war?a~ia -Tier. and i . ck to . •. ."ell i'.
includes Iritish and "rone!; cannon; ammunition vo'—ons; -.?:..-:3or.;;:
limbers and in addition to the Ardent weapons already described hert
bombard. The Lamming 20mm range clso has a •••'••r • fine line of "-••
British -Tins ond equipment.

..ocel I.ilitairc, who support this 1 :ozin« " ir advertisin . I .-
they are issuing the following ?la-? sheets I • :. I 1 nths of lay, -

=1 5 - 1st and 2nd colours for 5rd Suards, ••: . 1 . 2nd, . t ..::... .
HI 4 - 33rd, 30th, /Oth, 88th, 7th., 21st, foot.
HI 10 - Prussian nfantry, l'Jlf.
HI 11 - Prussian Cavalry, 1315, and infantry, 1 .
P.I 1A - French Infantry 1615-
Rl 15 - French imperial Suard 1)15.
i!I 20 - P.ussian Infantry

P ICES - Self-adhesive Plsgs ... sheet (inclusive of

These flags ere in addition to the self-adhesive ilitary Colours in ?5-:-
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already in existence as follows -

Rl 1 - 1st and 2nd Colours for 1st Guards, 1st, 4th, 23rd, 30th, 92nd, foot.
P.I 2 - 1st and 2nd Colours for 2nd Guards, 3rd, 14th, 27th, 40th, 52nd, foot.

Ken Chapman (who is an Incorporated Building Surveyor with APS.LMHHS after his
name) began to turn out some very fine cardboard cut-out models of Waterloo build
ings but, like so many people of artistic temperament, his commercial instincts were
perhaps a little immature and he got so bogged down with the complexities of purchase
tax that in the end he wa more or less forced to cease production or lose money on
the whole affair. He tells me that he has a fow of La Haye Sainte models remaining
at ;:1.25p plus 15p postage and packing - there will not be any more after this! His
address is - Waterneodows, Netherhampton, Mr. Salisbury, Wiltshire.

Last month I mentioned the Warplan 5/5 rande by Hirstle Graphic Services Ltd.,
School 7ioad, Elham, Canterbury, Kent, saying that I would print a more detailed re
view of this ingenious accessory at a later date. Ken Chapman and his sons have now
given Warplan 5/5 a thorough going over and have come up with the following report.

"Campaign strategy, as much a port of war as battle tactics, is often overlooked
by the table-top wargaraer. Warplan 5/5, although not a wargome in itself, provides
the means for a variety of campaigns which brin<~ realism to table-top encounters.
fhe chief component of the game is the map, which may be varied by rearranging the

" :•: 5" ^°P cards that are completely inter-changeable, a detailed description of
each map card is available so that the participants know, for example, whether a
river may be fordable or not. Three sets are provided in the game for each player
and for an umpire. Weather, logistics, construction and demolition are all brought
into consideration and in the larger Grand Strategy set one could almost enter the
realms of politics. Complicated at first si-'ht, the set is accompanied by a detailed
booklet which describes how the system works; in any case, after a couple of Lrial
games, the basic simplicity and realism of the game becomes apparent. The entire
set is available ir. either "Jorse-and-Musket" or ".lailway/Aircraft" versions, con
sists of maps, counters, instructions, and supply sheets and retails at £3«50p."

..orrior Metal Miniatures of 23 Grove Road, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire,
I have received samples of their latest figures which are at present in production
and -.ill probably be released by the time this magazine reaches you. They are 16th
Century Spaniards and, with the great upsurge o:' interest in the Pike and Shot
period through the formation of the Society of that name, these excellent little
fi -ures should paint up well and become very feared members of many a table-top
tercio.

From Model Figures ond Hobbies of Belfast I hove received a catalogue of plastic
spares to fit their fi-urea (the cntalorue sells at 20p". Cameron

tobinson, that enterprising proprietor of odel Figures and Hobbies, tells me that
a recent stoc-. takin -it of a revelation on'1 indicated that retail stocks had
grown very :i -h and were out oi* proportion and '..'ere all the some sort of lines that
overylod." else stocked. Subsequently, this organisation are hoping to tie up some
new imported lines - which will be very good for the hobby! Cameron also mentioned
that he Sid no: think that the SIIOC" 54™ moulded plastic spares would be of much
• L. ; o •••• r -iters but I found the catalogue extremely exciting in the light of the
•re^t interest that no-.; abounds in 54mm figures for Individualised Wargaming. At
riatol a :'•--. weeks Bgo it was cost interesting to notice how Messrs Blake, Colwill

and Curtis had adapted coumonplace Titr.po cowboys etc., turnin : therr. into nice
collectors items with distinctive personalities of their own. To do t'lis it had
been necessary to hack heads off oth"r figures, neatly slice away carbines and re
volvers, swords and knives. All t'-io is rendered unnecessary by the new SEGOH cata
logue which lists in rreat variety such interesting accessories as heads and head
dresses: bodies for foot :nc counted figures; legs for -~oot and mounted figures;
swords and muskets; r;.s in various positions; arms with weapons attached; lances
ond fla rstaffs; musical instruments; horse and saddle furniture; pistol holsters snd
other accessories such as water botlles, epaulettes, riding whips, packs, plumes,
etc., etc. To ,:ive you an idea of tho range, here ore some pictures of various
spare parts.
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

"X1 ro\nucll iiih iu » mi
188 PICCADILLY LONDON Wl

Telephone 01-734 135?

We ore the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made in 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpamted or m ktt form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices
Most other leading makes of metal and plastic figures also m stock plus large selection o>
'Britains', 'Elastolin' ond other rare historical figures.

Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militana for the collector and connoisseur

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt olates. hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and pointings.

Jfe

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military stylo

n in London a visit to our showrooms is ,i must 0 ten ••« days
Mon.. Tuts.. Wed. and F'l. 9-6
Tbu'iiliy 97
Situidiy 9-5

If you arc unable to visit us. the following cotaloqu es ore avails
Stsddtn 30 mm m*Utt hit - 20p
Sitddtn 54 mm ms$ttf Mr - 3Sp

7r»d<fon' book of Model Sold-t't - f 1 65 fpc r ntt)

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIOGE. SUFFOLK

Trade enquiries welco

Tel: Fr-iml.ngh.im 72370Q

nplete price lists and catalogues available on request
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Books

I6th/5th THE ONSEN'S ROYAL LANCERS by James Lunt. (8§" x 53"! 80 pages; 2
photographs. Leo Cooper - £2.50p).

In 1966 I wrote a book "ALL FOR ASHILLING ADAY" about the l6th Lancers during

SSSSaSS S3SVsSwiSma

ly recommended.

THE ROYAL MARINES by Major-General J.L.Moulton. (?J" * 5", 128 pages; 25 plates.
Sphere Books - 45P paperback).

This i. o »°ft-e°v.red version of a book ilre.ay publi.hea in the Faraou. K.gl-

=2 ^„;'£?i'n" 2.TS ;"5en s^s^--^«i?Ji*-»
one of the nost enjoyable sessions I have had for a

THE LAND CHANGED ITS FACE by Grace Bradbeer.
2 maplT David and Charles - £2.75p).

wo. uMr.-ts c c:»f^^

™IoT?o the local population who had moved out of the area auring the £«* 8£
weeks of 1945 and the first six months of 1944 to allow American infantry to tran
on a niece of coastland that resembled the beaches on which they were later to land.
°his book tells the story of that evacuation and tells it in a fascinating manner,bSginftoine surface the inconvenience, hardship, nostalgia and yet under.tending
with which British people completely evacuate an ,««%"jSiL O^aSe of the train-entire lives and in so doing prevented many American casuaJ^^^h. teSdeSing their army were able to secure. Although not a military book in the broadest
sense, this is a fascinating story which holds the attention throughout.

SC--E35T IN THE CIVIL WAR AND INTERREGNUM by David Nnderdown. (8j" x 52", 229
pages; 6 plates; 4 maps. David and Charles - £4.50p).

This scholarly but easy-to-read book, the result of considerable research,
describes tie efftct of the Civil War upon a rural county. Much of it deals with the-poStiee" oxTe affair although it contains stimulating descriptions of the move
ments of small (and, at times, relatively undisciplined) groups of soldiers/civil
ians with tne Landsdown and the Langport campaigns described in considerable detail.
There is much material in this part of the book to stimulate wargamers into worth
while English Civil War table-top campaigns.

WARFT.BETS OF ANTIQUITY by R.B.Nelson. (10" x 6"; 101 pages; numerous black

(8f" x 5i"; 144 pages; 18 plates;
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and white drawings and maps. A War Games Research Group Publication - £1.80p).

Readers of Slingshot will be well acquainted with R.B.Nelson who is a consider
able authority on the Ancient world and this book of his, together with P.W.Morris's
illustrations, upholds his reputation. It should become the "bible" to all who
fight naval wargamea in the Ancient period as it contains comprehensive details
(with drawings) of the ships of the period, their performance, soils and rigging,
their maintenance ond even their cost. Then it goes into Ancient naval campaigns
and discusses at length ships crews, tactics and campaigns of Greek, Persian,
Carthaginian, Hellenic, rtomnn, Celtic, Germanic, Scandinavinn and Byzantine fleets.
It is not possible to authentically fight 3ny wargame, be it on land or sea, with
out a knowledge of the tactics of the period ond this fine book tells you all that
you need to know to avoid sending your Persian ships into action using Roman tactics,
for example. A fine contribution to the literature of waKftoming ond the War Games
Research Group ore to be congratulated on making it available because its appeal to
a relatively small reading public night well have prevented its publication by a
more commercially minded organisation.

I hove received a colourful and vastly interesting collection of the Csprey
"MEN-AT-ARMS" Series. All of them are 9'/' x 7 "; Bbout 40 pages; 8 colour pa -es
and innumerable line drawings and photographs; each sells for *.1.25p. I commend
each of the following:-

THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR ARMIES by Peter -oung. Anything on the Civil War by this
well known author i3 worth reeding an", this one is i mine of information on the
soldiers of both armies.

.:.0NTC.-LM' S ARMY by Martin Windrow, Much ne.-lected by wargoners, the silitary
operations in Canada during the middle ISth century offer n v ry colourful --ra for
table-top reconstruction, with red-co-'ted 'Tritish, white uniformed French -it." with
both sides employing Indian and Canadian Irregulars.

THE AMERICA?! PR0YINCIA1 C0i;r-5 177r>-1704 by Philit Itatcher. Another colourful
but infrequently considered militar" period is very well covered by this volume
which gives hard-to-find information on some of the principal participants.

THE AUSTRO-irJlICARIA:: ARIiY OF THE HAPOL'-XNIC WARS by Albert Seaton. From a wsr-
gaming point of view 3ome of the most interesting campaigns of the Napoleonic
are those which involve the Austrians and it is not always easy to obtain inform! t ai
about their dress and equipment but this book, aided by some superb and unique
coloured photographs obtained fron the Library of the Victoria end Albert Issseus.,
fills a hitherto rather unexplored gap in our vargamin•; knowledge.

THE RUSSIAN ARMY 0? TKI ;.AF0L~: NIC '.ARS by Albert 5ca in. ".".'. seri' .-
War and Peace hove aroused a considerable amount of interest o*ongst waroomers ir.
those battles of the Napoleonic Ware which involved the Russian ..ray. .1 — n, 11 is
not always easy to obtain information about this arr.y 31 Bargainer will find
information contained herein to be of great value.

THE BLACK B.iUNSWICKERS by Qtto von Fivka. Srunswiek played • ite n big carl
defeating Napoleon but few worvomers seem to hove Bine'.: Brunawickers on their war-
games table. The text and fine illustrations in this book night well remedy that
lamentable situation!

THE RUSSIAN ARMY OF THE CRIMEA by Albert Senton. in recent years there has
been increased interest in the Crimean War although its battles do not readily lend
themselves to wargaming. However, ready availability of wargames fi.-ures (princi
pally from Miniature Figurines) in this period together with the recent availability
of interesting paperback novels about the adventures of ! nrk Hazard in the Crimea y
American writer Vivian Stuart, will, together with this •ell written book, probably
make even more worgamers turn in the direction of Sebastopol.

THE KING'S REGIMENT by Alsn Shepperd. There have been n number of fine bookr
lately (two of them are mentioned at the beginnin • of this review) on specific
regiments by officers who served vith them. Thus they ore written with pride and
devotion and this book fully maintains those standards in its brief but ver; full
description of the uniforms, arms, equipment and history of a very famous British
infantry Regiment.
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AIRFIX MAGAZINE - June 1975. Rather a lot of aircraft articles this month but also
contains the start of a very worthwhile series by wargamer George Gush on Renaissance
Warfare; modelling the Charge of the Light Brigade; modelling the Maultier Panzer-
werfer 42; buildings for wargamers; modelling British Commandos in 20 and 54mm scale;
Roy Dilley on model soldiers plus the usual feotures on new items, books, etc.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Summer 1975- A most interest
ing issue with articles on Sir William Congreve by V/.Y.Carman; War in New Zealand
1845; The Scots Guards in Egypt 1882; The Storming of Nepalese fortress of Kalunga
in 1814 plus other articles, book reviews, etc.

MILIHI5TRI0T - Vol. XIV: Ho. 2. Rather delayed because poor old Bob Bard has been
ill and then suffered badly through a fire. This welcome issue contains articles on
the British in North- America - The Spanish Main and Cartagena; and a most interesting
part of a series on'Airmen of the 18th and 19th centuries.

THE BULLETIN OF THE MILITARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY - May 1975. Contains illustrated
articles on Battle Honours Shared by British ond German Regiments (some surprises
here); The Burma Regiment; plus articles on badges, book notes, etc.

MILITARY MODELLING - June 1975- Well presented and illustrated with adverts calculat
ed to hit your pocket! In addition to the usual reviews and features contains
pictures of the B.M.S.S. models in their annual competition; Sherman ARVs; Uniforms
and colours, of the Royal Marines 1972; a conversion of Historex French Light Horse
Lancer; a review of the new ilinchliffe Ancients; The Imperial Russian Navy Battleship
Potenkin; article with scale drawings of H.M.S. "Rattlesnake"; Germany's modern Jagd-
panzers; The Military Museums of Shrewsbury; conversion of a German Sturmtiger; Part
2 of an interesting article on Warfare in the Aje of Marlborough and a very fine
lengthy illustrated section of the latest products for military collectors.

MODEL BOATS - June 1975. Contains an article and plan of the U.S.S. Essex.

MODELLISMO MILITA5S - "o.l. This is a beautifully produced and illustrated military
modelling ond wargaming magazine put out by a group of Italian enthusiasts. Although
written in Italian, the excellent diagrams and illustrations are easily understood.
Contains articles on uniforms of soldiers of Tuscany 1852; scratch-building and
Italian L5 tank; the figures of Holger Eriksson; the 2nd Polish Corps 1941—1945; the
Battle of Fere-Champenoioe 1814; Uniforms of the campaign of 1815 with colour page;
an interesting article on a V/orld War II wargarae and on Napoleonic wargaming plus
articles on aircraft and reviews of latest models, etc. Tnis magazine can be obtained
for 500 lire from Casella Postale 1445. Florence, Italy.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - May 1973- Well illustrated, it contains articles on Wolmer Castle
ond an article on a model of a mortar plus numerous items on the modern army through
out the world plus book, record reviews, etc.

TRADITION - No. 68. Fully maintains its great standards with articles on The Lauzun
Legion in America 1780-1783; The 9th Cavalry Regiment Argentinian Array 1900; A British
Line Regiment a Century Ago; The Kingdom of Naples 1812-1815; The Swiss Battery of
Artillery in the Papal Service; The First Sikh War ond Sir Harry Smith; book reviews
etc., plus six full-page colour photographs of the French Army at varying periods and
the Royal Horse Artillery 1690.

B VEDETTE - Spring 1973- Contains interesting articles on U.S. Navy Uniforms in
World War I; a Negro Regiment in the American Civil War; wargames articles and reviews
of books, figures, etc.

THE COURIER - Vol.5: Ko.l. As tightly packed and as hard to read as Wargamer's
Newsletter! Contains articles on Uniforms and Colours 18th/l9th century; Airfix con
version of Ancient figures; Shield Design of the Roman Auxilia; The American Revolu
tion; The Battle of Moida by Fred Vietmeyer; Wargaming in 1975> The Battle of Isandhl-
wanaj plus features on now figures, books, magazines, etc.

IN SUPPORT OF WARGAMSS RESEARCH GROUP RULES - Continued from Page 21.

if one chooses, say Sassanid Persians, one must accept the types allowed, and use them
to the best advantage, instead of having a free rein which produces forces made up of
the best elements from several civilisations ond differing military organisations. And
as for fun - you should see the youngsters ot our Worthing Group! Oh, and the Seniors
- even Society of Ancient3 Championship games are undertaken in a cavalier fashion,
even using our rules.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

URGENTLY REQUIRED - To complete collection the following copies of Wargamer's
Newsletter - October 1970, September, November and December 1971- I will pay 50p
for each issue if in GOOD condition. Also any Triang rubber buildings. Lists and
prices to A.Symes, 12 Alan Grove, Farehom, Hants P015 5HQ.

—oooOooo—

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility con be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once a month ond dispatched, so please
be patient as your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

—oooOooo—

12 x 6 ft green baize ex billiard table cloths. Ideal for covering the bare
boards of a wargames table. Offers to R.J.C., 47A Hill View Road, Bournemouth 3H10
5BH.

—oooOooo—

With effect from the 11th June 1975 the address of ex-Southampton and Manchester
wargamer Dick Tennant will be - Kerkakkerstraat 14*1, Veldhoven, Nr. Eindhoven,
Netherlands. Telephone No. 040-555677.

—oooOooo—

Bock numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER are available for November 1968; November
1972; December 1972; February, March, April, May and June 1973. 20p each (50 cents)
including postage and packing.

ooOoo

Terry Morgan of Walton, Liverpool, tells me that his School's Wargames Club in
the Bootle area were recently most impressed by the encouraging attitude of two well
known commercial organisations within our hobby. Miniature Figurines provided the
Club with a first prize for their Individual Wargames Championship and Doug Cowie of
the Liverpool firm North Western Front presented a runners-up prize.

—ooOoo—

Is there any wargamer within reasonable motoring distance of Southampton who hos
for disposal a model railway layout in '!,' gauge or 'C. ' gauge? '/.y young son urgently
needs a lay-out, preferably already fixed on a baseboard, and it occurred to r.e that
there may well be readers who have changed from nodel railways to war^amin,- and wish
to sell their lay-out to obtain the mon^y to buy model soldiers. If anyone can
oblige, please contact Don Peatherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOI 5AD. (Tel.
070325504).

00O00
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Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc. w
25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen ami 2 Hoi , per pack)

Napoleonic pkkiod (BRITISH)
BN/5
BN/6
BN/7
BN/8
BN/9
IIN/14
BN/15
BN/16
BN/17
BN/18
BN/1'J
BN/20
BN/21
HN/22
BN/23
BN/24
BN/25
BN/26
B.N/27

BN/28
II.N/29

Line Infanlry At the ready
Line Infantry Advancing
Une Infantry Standing firing
Line Infantry Kneeling ready
Unc Infantry Officer
Ughl Infantry At the ready
Ughl Infantry Advancing
Ught Infantry Standing firing
Ughl Infantry Kneeling ready
Light Infantry Officer

rnt At the ready
:nl Advancing
rnt Standing firing
rnt Kneeling ready
:nt Officer

in Legion Hussar moi
an Trooper mounted
Trooper mounted

Rifle R

Rifle Rcgii
Rifle Regir
Rifle Regir
Rifle Regir
Kings Cera
Light Drag
Scots Grey
Scots Greys Offic
Household Cavalry Trooper i
Heavy Dragoons Trooper mo

nun led

iled

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NF/1 Old Guard Grenadier At the ready
NF/2 Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
Nl78 Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
NF/7 Middle/Young Guard At the ready
NF/8 Middle/Young Guard Advancing
NF/9 Middle/Young Guard Standing firing NFI
NF/IO Imperial Guard Officer
NF/I I Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready
NF/12 Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
NF/13 Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
NF/14 Line Infanlry Voltigcur/Crcnadicr At the ready
NF/I5 Unc Infanlry Voltigeur/Grcnadier Advancing
NF/I6 Line Infantry Volligeur/Grcnadier Standing firing
NF/I 7 Line Infantry Officer
NF/21 Light Infanlry Volligeur/Carabinier At the ready
NF/22 Light Infanlry Voltigeur/Carabinier Advancing
NF/23 Light Infanlry Voltigeur/Carabinicr Standingfiring
NF/24 Ught Infantry Officer
NF/25 Fool Dragoon Al the ready
NF/26 Fool Dragoon Advancing
NF/27 Fool Dragoon Standing firing
NF/28 Fool Dragoon Officer
NF/29 Lancer of ihe Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
Dragoon Trooper mounted
Dragoon Officer mounted
Dragoon Trumpeter mounted^

N I /3U

NF/S1
NF/32

NF/33 Cuii

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figures

A/ I

A/5

9 pdr British Field gun (Napolc
8 pdr French Field gun (Napol

: period)
c period)

25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 llors I per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS

(Sudan Expedition 1898)

BC/1 British Line infantry Al the i
BC/2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC/3 British LineInfantry Standing firing
BC/4 British LineInfantry Kneelingready
BC/5 British Une Infantry Officer
BC/6 Highland Infantry Al the ready
BC/7 Highland Infanlry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infanlry Standing firing
BC/9 Highland Infanlry Kneeling ready
BC/IO Highland Infanlry Officer
BC/11 British Lancer (Lance not supplied
BC/12 "Fuzzy Wuzzys' Runnir
BC/I3 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Advani
BC/14 Dervish Standing firing
BC/15 Dervish Advancing
BC/16 Dervish Cavalryman

„ly

20 mm FIGURES
(Fool figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Hot I per pack)

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
F.P/3 Pikeman (Pike no! supplied)
EP/4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/5 Musketeer (Hat)
EP/6 Musketeer (lleimel)
EP/9 Cromwellian Officer mountei
EP/10 Royalist Officer mounted
EP/1 1A Crumwellian Trooper mound
EP/1 IB Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/12 Drummer
EP/13 Artillery crew
EP/14 Dragoon dismounled
EP/15 Dragoon mounled

MARLBOROUGH1 PERIOD

MP/2 Grenadier Standing
Grenadier Advancing
Grenadier Advancing
Musketeer Loading
Musketeer Standing
Musketeer Standing firing
Musketeer Kneeling firing
Musketeer Al ihe ready
Artillery crew
Dragoon mounled
Cavalryman mounled
General/Officer mounled
Grenadier mounted

MP/4
MP/7
MP/10
MP/11
MP/12
MP/13
MP/14
MP/20
MP/21
MP/22
MP/23
MP/24

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figures

A/1 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlbc
A/2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlbo
A/3 Saker (English Civil War)

augh' period)
>ugh' period)

Infantry packs 29p
Cavalry packs 33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mm-44p

U.K. Post & Packing Rates Catalogue
•15p post paid (UK-only)

•50p post paid (Oversea
airmail)

up to -50p '9p
•S1pto£V25 - -16p

26 to £800--30p
£800-post free

The Square. EarlsBarton, Northampton, England. Telephone Northampton 810 612



AIRFIX NEWCOMERS
It's detail that makes a scale model impressive. Airfixhave an accurate eye for every
detail-in every scale.
There are over 350 kits you can enjoy building - the biggest range m the world.
You'll feel proud of the results from any one of them.
Choose from good model shops everywhereand F. VV. Woolwoith.

I. RAF Recovery Set
The kit comprises Thorneycroft Amazon chassis mounting, a Co es
Mk 7 crane and a 'Queen Mary trailer withBedford OX tractor unit.
Each was used extensivelyby the RAF during the Second WorldWar
at home and overseas. Twomotorcycleoutriders complete this
splendid addition to the Airfix range.00/HO scale.

3. Puma Helicopter
The Aerospatiale Westland SA.330 Puma titr-r • • | ftl
Anglo/French helicopters to enter service jointlywith the RAF and
the French Army. Designed as a tactical troop transport, the Puma
was selected by the RAFfor operation by 38 Group, AirSupport
Command. Optional markings, a fully detailed engine ind ••
are included with the Airfixkit. l/72nd scale.

ft
V .... .

The world's biggest range of construction kits.

*

V/

onna
Airht books HM

Deslith(Prinl& Design) LTD.. 121. Commercial Rd.. Southampton. SOI OGH England
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